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Scarce map of the Netherlands, with a fine maritime cartoucheScarce map of the Netherlands, with a fine maritime cartouche

CORONELLI, Vincenzo Maria.CORONELLI, Vincenzo Maria.
Les Provinces Unies ou la Partie Septentrionale des Pays Bas Conue sous le nom de Hollande.Les Provinces Unies ou la Partie Septentrionale des Pays Bas Conue sous le nom de Hollande.

Paris, Jean Baptiste Nolin, 1690. Coloured. 460 x 605mm.Paris, Jean Baptiste Nolin, 1690. Coloured. 460 x 605mm.

£900£900

Map of Holland engraved by van Loon, with an allegorical cartouche featuring Neptune in his sea-Map of Holland engraved by van Loon, with an allegorical cartouche featuring Neptune in his sea-
chariot, with a vignette sea-battle. The scale cartouche bottom right has an inset map of Leigechariot, with a vignette sea-battle. The scale cartouche bottom right has an inset map of Leige
marking Maastrict. Coronelli (1650-1718), a Minorite friar, was official cartographer to both themarking Maastrict. Coronelli (1650-1718), a Minorite friar, was official cartographer to both the
Republic of Venice and to Louis XIV of France, for whom he made a pair of 3.85 metre diameterRepublic of Venice and to Louis XIV of France, for whom he made a pair of 3.85 metre diameter
globes. Because of this dual interest, many of Coronelli's maps were published by Nolin in Paris,globes. Because of this dual interest, many of Coronelli's maps were published by Nolin in Paris,
which are generally scarcer than Coronelli's own publications. Engraved by van Loon and firstwhich are generally scarcer than Coronelli's own publications. Engraved by van Loon and first
published in 1689, this Africa map pre-dates Coronelli's magnificent two-sheet version by twopublished in 1689, this Africa map pre-dates Coronelli's magnificent two-sheet version by two
years.years.
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